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The General Student Senate at a meeting Monday night passed
by unanimous vote a resolution urging the adoption of joint I.D.
cards for husbands and wives at the University. The resolution will
now be referred to the Committee on Administration.

The action was taken following a
report by Senator Kenneth Nelson,
chairman of the senate committee investigating the question of joint I.D.
cards, and a brief discussion among
fildmisivammimm
senators.
Present Findings
Nelson reported that hi', committee
had held two meetings on the matter
and felt that they were ready to present their findings to the senate and
the Committee on Administration.
Rumor has it about campus He asked the senate for a vote on the
issue.
that grotesque new cut rules have
If the Committee on Administracome into being next semester. tion
approves the Senate resolution as
George Crosby, registrar, sheds passed it would mean that approxisome light on the subject.
mately 538 wives of University stuThe only big change concerning dents could use the I.D. cards of their
cuts is the total amount of cuts per student husbands when the cards were
Albert Packard. University sophomore, "hits the books" in preparation for his final exams.
semester will be recorded in a column not in use.
Finals for Maine students begin next Monday. Jan. 23. and extend to the 31st. A short five-day vacation
on students' final grade sheets. These
This resolution was among four
will follow the exams this year for the first time. The Spring Semester begins Monday, Feb. 6.
statistics will be sent home for the major recommendations made by Sen(Photo by Johnson)
information of parents.
ate President Eric Starbird at the first
Sent Absences Home
meeting of the Senate last fall.
The Senate also voted to rescind
In the future, instructors will send
the amount of absences directly to a resolution passed at the last meeting
the academic deans. In the past a favoring the elimination of segregacomplicated procedure of recording tion and discrimination in educational
cuts in the office of the registrar institutions and gave the Senate PresiIn January, a young student's amounted to an expenditure of $600 dent power to appoint a committee to
study the resolution.
fancy turns to thoughts of run- a year for forms alone.
The definite University cut-rule, Faculty Displeased
A new event, Skit Night, will be one of the highlights of the ning away, joining the foreign as recorded on page five in the pam- The resolution was rescinded so
University's annual Winter Carnival program, February 10-12, the legion, ending it all; the reason— phlet, "Information for the Guidance senators could have further opportunicarnival committee announced this week.
of Students," states that students are ty to study it and, according to Senate
finals.
President Starbird, because several
All 17 University fraternities have the Maine varsity at 4 p.m. At 8 p.m.
Blood-shot eyes and nervous break- required to attend all University func- faculty members who
had seen the
been asked to participate in the pro- the Maine Outing Club will hold
tions.
original copies of the resolution were
gram which will be held in the Me- their annual skating party at the rink. downs. common this time of the year,
The deans of the various colleges,
(Continued on Page Eight)
morial gym Saturday evening. Feb. Hot chocolate and marshmellows will can be traced to tedious, teasing, try- however, do not want a definite set
11. at 7:30 p.m. Each fraternity will be served.
ing. tiring tustlings with zoology, bi- of cut rules as to the limitation of
present a short skit governed by rules
The snow sculptures will be judged ology, psychology, astronomy, econo- absences, according to Crosby. A sort
and limitations set by the Winter Car- at 9 a.m. Saturday morning.
my, the mystery of history, and of unwritten rule has been that a
nival committee.
At 9:30 a.m. the Women's Inter- various and sundry other details and student is allowed as many cuts per
Humorous Skits
course as he has semester-hour credits
mediate Downhill races and the Wom- technicalities.
According to the rules the skits en's Novice Downhill and Slalom
Young. rugged text-books, pur- per course.
must be of a humerous nature and races will take place at the Women's chased last fall, still new in many
Students missing a class two days
may consist of acting, singing or a Athletic field. This will be followed cases, will become old, worn-down in a row will be reported to the deans
combination of both. Each group at 10 a.m, by the Men's Downhill and Items in the week to follow. Amazing of their colleges in an effort to check
must include at least three participants Slalom races.
discoveries await the suddenly con- up on their whereabouts. This will be
Marc Connelly, nationally
and the skits will be limited to from
(Continued on Page Eight)
scientious scholar as he flips open done for the benefit of the student known playwright, will speak at
five to ten minutes duration. Winners
those slightly used pages! There's who may be sick or have some other the University Thursday, Feb. 9,
will be selected by a group of judges
writing inside!
tpe of trouble.
at a general assembly as part of
reading from an electric applause
the
Maine Masque Theatre's 50th
meter.
anniversary celebration.
A one year trophy will be awarded
Author of many Broadway hits.
to the winning group. The first group
Connelly will address student-faculty
to win the contest three times in a
and administration in Memorial Gym
row or the group having won the
at 10 a.m.
contest the greatest number of times
Was Newspaperman
at the end of a seven year period will
Roland J. Carpenter, former superConnelly was born in McKeesport.
retire the trophy permanently.
Pa., and was educated at Trinity Hall
Another feature of the week end intendent of schools in Bangor, will
in Washington, Pa. He began his
will be the choosing of a king and begin his new duties as a lecturer in
career as a newspaperman for sarious
queen at the Carnival ball Friday the University's School of Education
Pittsburgh newspapers.
evening. Dancing is from 9 p.m.- at the beginning of the spring semesIn 1915 he moved to New York City
2 a.m. Admission is $4.00 per couple. ter.
Carpenter. who accepted the posiwhere he secured work as a newsCarnival candidates are Deanna Dunpaperman and soon gained attention
fee, Mary Ellen Sanborn. Gayle tion last July, has been superintendent
as a play writer. In collaboration
Prince, and Martha Trefethen for of Bangor's schools for 12 years. At
with George Kaufman, he wrote a
queen, and John Edgar, Thurlow Maine he will teach courses in superplay around a character called Dulcy
Cooper, Robert Cruickshank, and vision and administration and assist
Dr. Garland Russell in the superwhich became a success.
Glen Averill for king.
vision of student teachers working in
The partnership of Kaufman-ConVote In Union
nelly then went on to the creation of
Voting will take place all day schools throughout the state.
a number of successful plays and
Thursday, Feb. 9, and Friday morn- Bates Graduate
A native of Patten, Me., Carpenter
musical comedies including "Merton
ing. Feb. 10, in the Memorial Union.
of the Movies," "Beggar on HorseOther events scheduled for Friday attended Patten Academy and later
back." "To theladies," and "Helen
are two basketball games, M.C.I. received his bachelor of science and
of Troy. N.Y."
versus Maine freshmen at 2 p.m., and master of education degrees from
When they decided to work sepathe University of Connecticut versus Bates college. He has taken summer
courses at Columbia university.
rately. Connelly wrote "1 he Wisdom
Aroostook State Normal school, and
Tooth" and "The (ireen Pastures."
attended a Workshop on School AdHe collaborated with Frank Esker in
ministration at Harvard university.
writing "Farmer Takes a Wife."
He began his teaching career as
Connelly is a past president of the
The Maine Campus will not be submaster and teacher at Mapleton
Authors league of America and
published for the next two weeks high school in 1922. Later he served
president of the National Institute of
Col. James T. Walker, Professor of Military Science and Tactics
due to the finals examination successively as principal of Mapleton
Arts and I.etters. He is also a member
at Maine, presents Dale Starhird a loving cup after she was crowned
period. The next issue of the high school, Aroostook Central Inof the executive committee of the
Honorary Lieut. Col el at the annual Military Ball last Friday night
stitute,
paper will be Feb. 9.
(Photo by Afeinecke) U. S. Commission for UNESCO.
in the Gym. Story on page 5.
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( Winter Carnival Event
Set For February 10-12

Students Ready
For Final Exams

Marc Connelly
To Be Assembly
Speaker Feb.9

Former Bangor
School Director
To Teach Here

Publish Feb.9

Maine Parking Problem
Becomes More Complex
(Fifth in a series of articles concerning the growth of the University)
BY MILT HUNTINGTON

Unless you are a proverbial "early bird," finding a commuter's
parking place in the rear of Stevens Hall is a perpetual impossibility.
A futile swing around the block to parking lot to the rear of this prothe rear of Stevens Hall in the hope posed auditorium would then serve a
of gaining a parking slot usually ends dual purpose, handling automobiles
up in a far corner of the lot beside of students using Stevens Hall and
the Gym. If you can crack the 100 taking care of the crowd using the
yard distance in 10 seconds, the auditorium.
chances are 50-50 that you will get
McGuire points out, however, that
to class on time.
we already have a big parking area
in that vicinity and too much converComplex Problem
As enrollment surges upward at sion of cars in that section will cause
Maine, the problem will become even a great deal of congestion on entermore complex, and it is a hard one ing and leaving the lots.
One bright point in the plan i.; the
to find a solution to.
Before the parking problem can intention of the administration to
even be considered, the administration build a new road from the parking
and trustees feel that funds must first lot at East Annex straight out to the
be spent on new classrooms and living road which leads up to the rear of the
Library. This new construction would
quarters.
eliminate
the congested circle at the
Francis McGuire of the Plant and
front
side
of the Memorial Union,
left
Facilities Department feels it may bewhich is now a definite traffic hazard.
parking,
restrict
come necessary to
possibly allowing parking privileges A Good Location
only to upperclassmen.
J. Carroll Dempsey, Superintendent
The estimated cost of a parking lot of Buildings and Grounds, says the
reached as high as $10,000 including area across the main road by Stillthe cost of drainage, labor, and the water River next to the Steam Plant
amount of fill necessary.
would be a good location for a parkDean of Men, John Stewart, felt a ing lot. At the present time this area
parking lot as a Maine Day project is being used as a fill, and has been
would be unsuccessful due to the fact leveled off from time to time.
that most of the work involves gradAt one time, this area was coning and work that could not be sidered as a site for the Union buildhandled properly by students.
ing but the administration and trustees
preferred to locate the building more
Propose Site
The site of a new parking lot pro- centrally. To make a park of this
poses quite a problem in itself. Dean area was another thought of UniversiStewart and McGuire both feel the ty officials.
Dempsey stated the possibility of
most logical spot would be across the
road in the rear of the Memorial building a tunnel under the road for
pedestrians or slowing traffic down
Union.
A new auditorium in the rear of by adding traffic lights at the crossing.
the Union is included in President
•
Arthur A. Hauck's 10-year plan pre- I
sented to the 97th Legislature. A
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Hartgen Arranges English Instructor To Give
Exhibit Of Drawings
Program Of Folksongs—Ballads
At Carnegie Hall
Prot. Vincent liartgen. head of the
University's Art Department, has arranged an exhibition of 35 drawings
by Paul Ducharme, Woonsocket, R. I.,
formerly of Bangor, in the print room
of Carnegie Hall.
Ducharme was employed until recently by Crowell, Lancaster, and
Higgins, Bangor architects. He first
began making drawings when he was
named an artist for his high school
yearbook. Later, 15 full pages of his
pen and ink drawings were printed
by Excelsior. When he entered the
Armed Forces he had an opportunity
to do sketching in Germany and England.
During the Berlin airlift he painted
backdrops for Hollywood shows and
traveled throughout Europe with the
Bob Hope, Danny Kaye, and Celeste
Holme troupes.
He originated a comic strip called
Alex Flapjack in 1949, later worked
as chief draftsman in an architect's
office, and served as a reporter and
staff artist on a newspaper.
Other accomplishments have included drawings with three-dimensional effects for a safety campaign,
which resulted in guest appearances
on radio and TV; drawings and story
material for "The Day of the Return"
which was published in four installments; and designs for the second
prize-winning float of the Mardi Gras
parade.
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Edward D. Ives, English instructor, will sing a program of
folksongs, traditional songs, and ballads to guitar accompaniment
Sunday, Jan. 29, at 4 p.m. in the Memorial Union.
1%es does not attempt to reproduce
folk-music in its native state. All his
material is adopted, arranged, and
interpreted to suit himself.
Varied Program
On Sunday he will sing four
American numbers: "Lolly-too-dum,"
"Hangman, Hangman," "Ox-Driver's
Song," and "The Escape of Old John
Webb." His three English selections
will be "Brigg Fair," "Swansea
Town," and "The Sweet Nightingale."
"The Bonnie Earl of Murray" and
"Waly Waly" come from Scotland,
"Sh-ta-ra-dah-dey" is Irish-American,
and "The Rising of the Moon" is
Irish. He will also sing three American Negro songs: "Brady," "Follow

the Drinkin' Gourd," and "Long
John."
Ives received his A.B. from Hamilton College in 1949 and his M.A.
from Columbia University in 1950.
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Hauck Is Named
President Arthur A. IIauck has
been named to the Commission
on Pre-Professional Education of
the Association of American Colleges. President Hauck was named
to the commission at the annual
meeting of the association last
week in St. Louis.
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SCHOLARSIIIPS
Application forms for scholarships for the 1956-57 school year
should be returned to the Student
Aid and Placement Office, 107
East Annex before Jan. 31.

SHOP AND SAVE

Elect Four Girls
To Leader Group
NN.SCiA Council elected four girls to
serve on the Leadership Conference
Committee next fall. Representatives
will he Virginia Freeman. Judith
Webster. Mary Louise Cook and
Dorothy Lovely.
Judith Pendleton. Anita Ramsdell.
and Elsa Brackett have been named
to serve on the nomination committee
to nominate seniors for the Senior
Watch Award to be given at Commencement.
Senior women will not be allowed
late permissions during the final examination period. Any women who •
do not have finals on Monday or
Tuesday. the last two days of finals,
will bz permitted 12:10 a.m. permissions.

People Sal
1064 caMJgI PARK'S'

PARK'S
Mill Street

HARDWARE
a VARIETY
Orono. Maine

CRAIG
The Tailor
Specializing in
Dependable
Service

Cleaning
• Pressing
• Repairing

ON
U. of M. Sweatshirts
1.98
"T" Shirts
.98
School Supplies & Stationery
Esterbrook Pens & Points
Cosmetics
Sewing Supplies
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SKiERS! ATTENTION

•

MAINE NOW has one of the finest ski areas in
New England or Canada.
The Sugar Loaf Mt. development lies in the
center of the 140"snow belt and has had constant
skiing good to excellent since Christmas with no
interruption.
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Over nite rates are as low as $1.00 and
tow fees are $3.00 per day.
Contact Campus representatives for full details

Contact our Campus
Agents

Oliver Chesaux

3 Main Street. Orono
Tel. 6-3656

5 Stevens North

Itill 1)4•;J.rant
16- 1 slr.

... and get a better shave! OLD SPICE PRE-ELECTRIC SHAVE
LOTION sets up your beard—tunes up your shaver. Stops dragging,
clogging and over-heating. The new, non-oily lubricant, "Isophyl",*
prepares the skin for easy gliding ...lubricates the shaver cutting
edges for greatest efficiency.
00 No federal tax
1'Trade Mark

SHU LT0N

New York • Toronto

Bobby L
A. & M.,
of Weste
These F.
world—
Navy an
lotion, o
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Masque Head Has Long
Had Interest In Theatre

Union News

The embossograph, poster maker
of the Union will not be in operation
until Feb 9 because of maintenance
work being done on the machine.

a program of
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*
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BY WAYNE JOHNSON

Harold "Pete' Baker, president of the Maine Masque Theatre,
first became interested in theatre when a junior at Marblehead,
Mass., high school. A friend asked him if he would do the sound
effects for a school play. He conceded with many misgivings, but
found that he liked it and has been working in the theatre ever since.

*

During the period between semesters the Union's facilities and services
will be open during regular hours
with the exception of Sunday morning,
Feb. 5. The Union will not open until
1 p.m. that morning and the Bear's
Den will open at 5 p.m.
*
A movie, "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," will be shown in the Bangor
room Friday and Saturday, Feb. 3-4,
at 7:30 p.m.
• • *
The Games and Tournament cornmittee will sponsor a straight rail
tournament Feb. 8-9. The tourney
will be held between the hours of
3-5 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. on those two
days.
* • *
The finals of the University intercollegiate billiard tournament will be
held Wednesday, Feb. 15.

anntlittn0

Pete Baker, president of the Maine Masque Theatre, adds a final
touch to a scene for a Masque play. Pete, who was elected president
of the theatre group last spring, is a senior, lie became interested
(Photo by Johnson)
in theatre while in high school.

Young engineers making news
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Western Electric's primary job—which
good

Richarc: C. Shafer, B.S. in mechanical engineering at Lehigh,
was one of 16 engineers assigned to one of Western Electric's
toughest post-war projects — developing manufacturing techniques for mass-producing (with great precision!) the tiny but
amczing transistors which are already causing a revolution in
electronics.

Paul J. GebSard, B.S. M.E. at the University
of Maryland, was one of a team that helped
develop Western's new electroforming
process for coating steel telephone wire
with copper, lead and brass in one continuous operation. His job: to eevelop conductor
resislance-annealing equipment and electrolyte filtration and circulating systems.

Isophyl",*
ver cutting
o federal tax
*Trade Mark

Bobby L. Pettit (:.<1! rigY), an EE. from Texas
A. & M., is one of se-;..icil i)ul.lied members
of Westei n Electric's Field Engineering Fore.
These F.E.F. men con be found all over the
world— working most closely with the Army,
Navy and Air Force—advising on the installation, op ?ration and maintenance of complex e!ec clic equipment made by W.E.

The following two summers he
orked at the Marblehead Playhouse.
He did scenery, lights and general
backstage work. His interest in the
theatre grew and it was at this point
that a former Maine student convinced Pete that he ought to come to
the University of Maine.
Gets Acquainted
The first day at school here he went
over to Prof. Herschel Bricker's office
to get acquainted. In the first show
that year, "Lady in the Dark," Pete
ran the lights. Also that year he was
chief electrician for -Death of a Salesman." At the end of the first semester
he became a member of the Maine
Masque Theatre.
In his Sophomore year Pete was
elected chief electrician for the Maine
Masque Executive Council and served
in that post for all four Masque shows
and the movie "The Black Cat."
The next year Pete continued as
chief electrician, designed the lighting
for "My Three Angels," "Mr. Roberts," and "The Moon Is Blue" for

International Club Plans
Sukiaki Dinner Monday
The International Club will sponsor a Sukiaki Dinner for the benefit
of the Good Will Chest Drive Monday evening, Jan. 23, from 5-7 p.m.
in the Women's Lounge of the Union.
The dinner, a popular meal served
in Japan, will be prepared by Yon
Kinoshita, a foreign student from
Japan.
The price of the meal will be SI.25
per plate.
A limited number of tickets are
availi,ble from Shirley Brown. Chadbourne Hall; Nancy Whitham. Elms:
Adbul Bari Await. Oak Hall, or from
the SRA office in the Union.

which he also designed and built the
set. For "Peer Gy nt" last year Pete
did the background recordings. He
spent two months getting these recordings ready and had over 7,200
feet of tape for use in the show.
Receives "Gold Apple"
At the end of the year Pete was
elected president of the Maine Masque
and received a "Golden Apple" for
his work in "Peer Gynt."
Pete, an English major, has many
hobbies including music, theatre, art,
electronics, old cars, photography,
and travel.

Bodine Photos
Are On Display
Ninety photographs by A. Aubrey
Bodine, a Baltimore photographer,
are being exhibited now in the Louis
Oakes Room of the Library.
This is one of three exhibits arranged at the University during January by Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen. head
of the art department.
The exhibition of photograph; draws
heavily from prints which Bodine
used in the preparation of his two
books on the state .of Maryland. Bodine has made a comprchensixe study
of places. persons. and historic exents
in his state. He is said to have a better
knowledge of the Chesapeake Bay
area than any other resident, with the
possible exception of the fishermen
and watermen who li‘e and work on
it.
Some 700 of his photograph: concerned with the maritime life of the
Bay have been placed in the world
renow ned Mariners' Museum in New
News. Va.

goes'way back to 18S2—is to make
telephone equipment that helps Bell
telephone companies provide good
service. It's a very big job—and a \ cry
important one—which calls for the
pooling of varied types of engineering
skills.
New manufacturing processes and
methods are constantly required to
Cornyr Main S: Mill St-.
produce better telephones, better cenORONO
and
wires
better
tral office equipment,
PHOTOGRAPIIY—
cables, new types of electronic equipCamera,.—Filna—Papers & Chemicals—
ment to keep pace with the nation's
DeN eloping Service
ever-growing need for more and better
till' SUPPLIES—
Watercolors. Oils. Pop.ter Supplies.
telephone service at low cost.
Papers. Frames. Art Equipment
In addition to doing our job as manHOIlltIEs—
ufacturing unit of the Bell Telephone
supplic-. 4 on-truction Kits. Model
kirplont & Trains
System, Western Electric is busy producing many types of electronic equipPAY US A VISIT — SOON !
mentfor the Armed Forces. IIcre again,
young engineers of varied training are •
doing important Nvork in connection
with the manufacture of radar fire conEN(aNEE1ZINC;
trol systems, guided missile systems
and special military communications
N1.1TIIEN1.1TICS
systems.
IIIFYS
Write for booMet"Your Opportunity at Wes'e-n

Orono Bike & Hobby Center

Electric." College Relations Dept., Room 1029,
195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bible,

Let's Sign Those Letters!
We have received several letters to the editor recently with
no name at the end. Without the signature we can't print them.
Letters are an important source of information and reflect
your opinions on various issues. We like to receive them and
always print them. The only stipulations are that they be signed
and not too lengthy (because of space limitations).
There are two major reasons why we can't print an unsigned letter. One reason is that we have no way to determining
tly: reliability of the information without a signature. We don't
know if the writer is serious or not, whether he is playing a
joke or making a hoax out of the thing. For instance, if we receive a letter criticising or commenting on some issue, that is
not signed, how in heck can we print it if we don't know what
the source of information is?
The second reason why letters must be signed is the idea
that the person writing should have enough gumption to sign it.
The letter contains his views on an issue or event and are
credited to him. Therefore, he shouldn't have any qualms about
signing the letter, since he composed and wrote it.
We are glad to withhold a signature from print for any
good reason.
The editorial page of The Campus reflects student opinions.
Editorials, columns, letters from the readers and cartoons all
Cow ai ppN-maci; ONE a la,GtAS :MC OLIVCLASSIC
02411057--1% GOTTA STUD( Kg A LIT TEST 70110001W
on
their
stands
about,
thinking
are
students
what
the
illustrate
various issues and comments on happenings. Reading the page
over gives the reader a good cross section of student viewpoints .Eetteu
and remarks.
One that is often in favor—have
A lot of the anonymous letters we have received have pre- To the Editor,
the
final mark be the overall average
reIt's
now
the
time
to
order
the
black
It
is
issues.
campus
current
criticisms
on
sented excellent
the semester's work. The argument
gretable to have to file them because the writers failed to sign coffee, a pack of No-Doze pills, and of
if the nerves permit it some benze- presented "We need the review to
them.
drine ... the masterpieces of the fac- retain what we have learned, we need
When you feel like sounding off on some issue or just com- ulty are arriving in disguise of final the final exam." Even if you do review, two months after, you still rementing on something, write us a letter. We'll be glad to get it exams.
tain only 20% of what learned.
certainly
There
are
some
major
viewpoint.
your
interested
in
be
and the readers will
falacies in the present system of final Pet Formula
Just don't forget to sign it—then we know the scoop.
And for my pet formula—it
examinations, and I give credit to the
While we are on the subject of letters to the editor, we'd student body for facing up to the shouldn't knock the administration
student have an option
like to correct an error that appeared in a letter last week. There coming disastrous week. Not many over—let theexamination
if he has a
on the final
have
flunked
early
to
avoid
the
rush.
are approximately 800 not 400 vets on campus.
grade of B or better in that particular

The freshmen may read this with no
apprehension, but wait till two weeks
from now. By the time one is a
senior, he cannot help being frustrated
at the final exam methods. Students,
Does the voting out of Hell Week by one of the fraternities don't let it worry you, there is no
here at the University last week have any significance? We think psychologist that has devised a proper
method of examination and there
so.
never will be.
We think that the fraternities here at Maine are finally
First of all let us take a look at the
catching on to the nation-wide trend of dropping Hell Week and poor underpaid college teachers. From
my experience at student-teaching and
adopting a Greek Week or similar program in its place.
with the opinion of a majority of the
themupon
taking
it
for
Many fraternities deserve credit
instructors, how is it possible to give
selves to drop Hell Week, realizing as one house did the "im- a fair exam to the student? Just think
mature tactics" of the program. This trend, however, has come of the different capacities, the 3,000
about in some quarters largely due to pressure applied to frater- different backgrounds, the cramming
of
45 hours of classes
nities by college administrations and by public opinion. It is intoapproximately
a measly 2 hours!
regretable that more fraternities cannot see the light of day for Must Have Them
themselves and judge Hell Week for what it is really worth—
Final exams don't mean a thing!
But we must have them, and the poor
nothing!
instructors have the ourden. They
Fraternities here at Maine except for a few have been reluc- have to write the exam (that's not
tant to break away from Hell Week altogther, preferring a sort too bad), now they must correct the
of combination of Hell Week-Greek Week. This is a step in exams, and mind you within 48 hours
the right direction and we along with the Dean of Men predict ... this is entirely ridiculous. I would
to know what the instructors do
that eventually Hell Week will some day disappear on the Maine like
for some courses where it takes three
campus.
days to read the papers!
Is our present system the honor
The handwriting is on the wall and it's high time for frasystem? If it is, it's definitely not
ternities here to bring themselves up to date.
working too good. I thought the
M. L. H.
cribbing, cheating, and whispering
were left back in the high school days.
How can 1 (one) instructor supervise
120 students taking an exam? Some
of the exam reminds me of the honor
system West Point Academy had
several years ago ... remember who
Published Thursdays during the coffece year by students of the University
was involved?
el Maine. Subscriptimi rate—Site) per semester. Local advertising rate-7'i per
It's high time Maine fell in line
column inch. Editorial and business offices 4 Fernald Hall. Telephone Estensioe
with some of the other schools. The
142. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national advertising
by National Advertising Service Ise., College PubiLsher's Representative, 420 Madieon student is always good to criticize but
Awe., New York 17, N. Y. Entered as second Clan Matter at (be Post Onice, he can also give some pertinent adMa.
vice; too many of us sit back and wait
to
see what will happen. Let's do
Maurice
Hickey
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
something to remedy this unjustifiable
John
W.
Lane,
Jr.
MANAGER
BUSINESS
situation.
Here arc a few suggestions for the
DEPARTMENT EDITORS: City Editor, John Littlefield; Editorial
Page Editor, Chuck Brett; Make-Up Editor, Joe Lorfano; Sports Editor, students to mull over, and the rational,
Max Burry; Society Editor, Cal Gerald; Feature Editor, Beve Fowlie.
conservative Academic Policy ComREPORTERS: Stuart Haskell, Dave Carey, Milt Huntington. Joanne mittee to classify in their circular files.
Larsen, Marianne Schmidt, Steve Taub, Pat D. Jones, Sandy King,
How about the general European
Murrie MacDonald, Lillian Grant, Connie Hurley, Carol Burry, Sheila system of examination. No prelims,
Pelosi, Joyce Crockett, Don Cookson, Ed Damon
no quizzes, one does not even have to
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES: Lou Cardani, Advertising Manager; Dick go to class, just take a final exam. No,
Betsy
Sleight,
Carol
Burry,
Wayne
Manager;
Crummy, Circulation
this pill is too hard to swallow. It is
Johnson, Murrie MacDonald, Max Burry, Circulation Assistants; John too drastic a change from our present
Heyer, Business Assistant; Art Mayo, Advertising Assistant; Carol Scott,
system.
Business Secretary.

Fraternities Are Catching Up

The Maine Campus

course. The student who feels he
needs the review, let him take the
final exam. It is true this would be
limited to a number of students but
it is the best incentive for studying
all through the semester. Some students would not have any finals, some
others a few; it certainly would be a
small minority that would not profit
by this scheme. And furthermore just
think, faculty members, the reduction
in number of papers to correct!
There are some details to fill in in
this acceptable scheme but what's the
use for enumerating them. Certainly
it will take several generations before
the administration reconsiders some
changes in the present, infamous
methods of final examination. How
long did the student body wait for a
break between semesters to rest their
weary brains? The faculty found out
they needed a break more than the
students!
SENATOR GILLES AUGER
401 Oak Hall
What's going on here? The Campus "Chatterbox" attacks the faculty
one week before finals. If I were a
psych major, I'd be inclined to ask
"What kind of psychology is that?"
As an old horsetrader with a little
horse sense. I'd venture the opinion
that this policy "ain't hep—cat."
From a purely personal standpoint,
here I am trying to prepare myself for
the eventual care and support of an
undetermined (as yet) number of offspring through diligent study and application to all conventional norms
of academic life and what happens—
torpedoed in sight of land!
Didn't you consider the effect of
your article on the already overworked, underpaid dispatchers of
knowledge and wisdom? Even the
most benevolent professors will downgrade one or two letters. The only
grades that won't drop will be those
given by heartless (but fair) statisticians. They'll give the same old poor
(but honest) grades as usual.
Honey (Bev, Chatterbox), for your
own good, as well as those of countless hungry infants in years to come
(infants whose parents, one or both,
failed to pass the introductory course
in elementary weaving technique)

Orono, I
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In last week's column we printed
what a coed at the University of
Pennsylvania thinks of the college
male. In all fairness, we would like
to present the other side of the picture. It is original and written by Neil
Troost, a transfer student from the
University of Arizona.
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WHAT IS A COLLEGE GIRL?
A college girl is a gossip column
with two faces, naivete with false
courage, and a perfume factory with a
high I.Q.
A college girl is an unusual composite—she has the beauty of Cinderella's sisters, the disposition of Marie
Antoinette, the trustworthiness of
Bathsheba, the worldliness of Maud
Muller, and the elegance of Annie
Oakly.
She likes soda pop, milk shakes,
candy, classes, expensive dates, dolls,
cosmetics, new clothes, the T.V. show
"Secret Storm," bridge, dancing,
studying, telephone calls, praise, new
cars, athletes, Liberace, mommy and
daddy, and any college male with a
bank account.
She hates alcoholic beverages,
spicy books, burlesque shows, good
jokes, bold males, males without
money, working, walking, silence,
Marilyn Monroe, mice, excessive
weight and any grade below a B.
A college girl is a versatile creature. She can't cook, sew, drink,
smoke, tell jokes, argue politics,
understand sports, fish or hunt, play
football, drive a car, or use a slide
rule.
She is dedicated to a four-year
search for a husband—and although
she hunts diligently, she is already
married—to her mirror. She is a
proud creature with a subtle talent
for trapping men. Her mask is deception—it is independence, sweetness, and studiousness. Her excuse
for entering college is the pseudopursuit of a career.
A college girl is a hypocrite with
an Italian haircut, but she is still the
idol of every college boy's dream.
She deceives, flirts, and plots to apprehend her male friend, until she
succeeds. Often, and without conscience, she breaks the hearts of
would-be-lovers.
Despite her variety of defects and
her insidious disguises, she is irresistible and indispensable—the college
boys would be bored stiff without her.
A FINAL VERSE
Manhatten, Kan. (ACP) With finals looming ominously ahead, Ann
Weathers sat down and penned a short
verse in her column in the Kansas
State Collegian, It reads:
Tests, tests, everywhere,
With drops and drops of ink;
And never a prof who'll leave
the room
And allow a guy to think.
* * •
BOY-GIRL-DISCUSSION
This has nothing to do with culture,
but is has a lot of humor.
A couple of weeks ago a student
and his date drove out to a beach on
the Willamette River to discuss atmosphere conditions on the moon and
other such trivia. Later, when they
started to leave, they found the car
wouldn't start. The fellow got out to
look at the engine and stepped kneedeep in water. It seems they had been
so involved in their discussion, the
couple failed to notice that the river
had risen and flooded the beach. They
had to wade to shore getting back
late and pretty muddy.
* * *
NEWS FROM ABROAD
Montreal—A new and original
club, known as the Canadian Rocket
Society, has been formed at St.
George William College. Its purpose
is to build and test solid and liquid
fuel rockets.
desist from this attack on our beloved
tutors!
At least save it 'til the beginning of
next semester. They'll forget it by
the time spring exams roll around.
This letter is, of course, all in fun.
What I mean to say is that "it's been
fun!"
NAME WITHHELD
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University Press
Publishes Book
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The University Press has just published a 70-page book entitled "Seaports in Maine: An Economic Study."
Author of the book is Dr. Henry Austin Peck, associate professor of business and economics.
The book is one in a series published as University of Maine Studies.
Copies of this and other publications
in the University Studies Series may
be obtained at a small fee from the
Librarian of the University.
The preface of Dr. Peck's book indicates that the purpose of the study
is "to survey the maritime commerce
of the state of Maine and to analyze
some of the economic factors which
influence it."
"Waterborne commerce in Maine
has had a long history," the preface
points out, "and at times in the past
Maine ports have been among the
most active in the nation. In more
recent years, however, business has
fallen off, and it has only been very
recently that some revival has occurred.
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Dale Starbird Crowned
At Annual Military Ball
BY CAL GERALD

Robert Deveau, capt. of D Company, Scabbard and Blade society, leads Pat Wade, last year's Honorary Lieut. Colonel, through
the sabre arch at the Military Ball Friday evening in the Memorial
gym. Dale Starbird, the new Lieut. Colonel, can be seen behind
Miss Wade.
(Photo by MeinecAe)

The annual Military Ball was a big
hit at the Memorial Gym last Friday
night. Dale Starbird was given her
commission
as Honorary Lieut.
Colonel at intermission, having been
chosen by the student body who went
to the polls Friday. Col. James T.
Walker, Professor of Military Science
and Tactics, presented Miss Starbird
with a cup, and Miss Patricia Wade,
former Honorary Lieut. Colonel, presented her with a bouquet. Nat Diamond and his orchestra provided the
music. Chaperons were Lt. Col. and
Mrs. Clinton Merrill and Lt. Col. and
Mrs. John Wiggs. Guests were
President and Mrs. Arthur A.
Hauck, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Doten,
Mr. and Mrs. Prescott Vose and Col.
and Mrs. Walker.
Alpha Gamma Rho gave an informal dance Friday night and couples
danced to the music of Dale Whitney
and his orchestra. Bob Parker was in
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One of the best growth opportunities for a young engineer today
lies in the new and rapidly expanding field of digital computer development and design.
The rapid progress which electronic giants have achieved in business, science, and government is dwarfed by their potential. Fulfillment of this potential offers unusual challenge to an engineer's
ingenuity.
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New Signs To Go Up
In So. Apartment Area
Colorful reproductions of Donald
Duck, Mickey Mouse, the Three Little
Pigs, and other comic characters will
be used to add emphasis and eye appeal to speed limit and other precautionary signs in the South Apartment area, the University Student
Safety Committee announced this
week.
The project is part of a child safety
campaign in the South Apartment
area sponsored by the Safety Council and the Mrs. Maine Club.
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VI TIMELD

charge and chaperons were Prof. and
Mrs. Richard Saunders and Prof.
and Mrs. Cecil Howes.
The Square Dance Club sponsored
the "Hoe Down Hop" Saturday evening in the main lounge of the Memorial Union, with Capt. Otis Rodgers calling the dances.
Jim Smaha was in charge of the
vic dance at Beta Theta Pi Saturday
night. Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs.
John Nichols and Prof. and Mrs.
Frederic Martin.
Chaperons at Kappa Sig's vic dance
the same night were MiSgt. and Mrs.
Earl Eastwood and Mrs. May Hamilton. Mike Nagem was in charge.
Members of Delta Zeta sorority
and their guests, members of Phi Mu
sorority, were entertained Monday
evening, Jan. 9, by Prof. Horace
Quick of the Forestry Department.
Prof. Quick showed a movie, "Dogs
in the Bush," which he and Mrs.
Quick made on their trip to Alaska
in 1947. Arrangements for the program were made by Jessie Sargent,
standards chairman for Delta Zeta.
PINNED: Jackalyn Anderson to
Charles Mosher, SAE; Barbara Bauer to William Manck, SAE; Cherie
Hicks to John Buzzell, Phi Kap;
Shirley LaVasseur to Edward Olson,
Phi Kap; Elizabeth Kononen to
"Hank" Berry, Delta Tau; Sally
Gay to Edson Blodgett, Sig Ep; Jean
Goodeill to Kenneth Kinney, Beta
Theta Pi; Marlene McKenney to Arthur Allen, Lambda Chi; Constance
Brow to Daniel Day, Colgate University, N. Y.
ENGAGED: Joann Hanson to
James Powers, Tufts College, Mass.;
Gayle Prince to A/C Eugene A. Erb,
U.S.A.F.; Claudette Coffin to George
Sylvester, Phi Gam; Mary Jane
Mitchell to Rolando Pizarro, Delta
Tau.
MARRIED: Anne Marshall to
Allen Anderson, SAE.

COMMERCIAL BANKING

SERVING
EASTERN
MAINE
TRUSTS AND ESTATES

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION about IBM
make an appointment through
your college placement office
to see our campus representative,
or write to W. M. Hoyt,
International Business Machines Corp.,
590 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y.

Young engineers have made substantial contributions to IBM's recognized leadership in computer development and design. For example, the average age of the engineering team which built the famous
701 computer was only 28 Young IBM engineers also play important roles in solid state materials research and in the development
of advanced computer components.
At IBM,engineers enjoy a climate which encourages achievement—
eminent associates, advanced facilities, creative freedom. Out of this
climate has grown a tradition of engineering excellence.
Should you choose computer engineering as a career, what more
logical place to start than with the leader? At IBM, you will have
unrestricted professional opportunity.

You are invited to join your
friends and neighbors in becoming a customer of this modern banking institution.
Open an account today and
enjoy our friendly and efficient
services.
An account with a progressive bank is considered good
business.

THE MERRILL
TRUST COMPANY'
Member
Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
'Jr
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IFC Lists New
Fraternity Men
Three fraternities have added new
pledges recently according to an Interfraternity Council report.
New pledges and their fraternities
are Roger E. Bucknell, Malcolm P.
Ellis, and Roger L. Duncan, Alpha
Gamma Rho; Frank R. Trask, Delta
Tau Delta; and Dudley F. Coyne, and
Roland E. Ranco, Kappa Sigma.
Three students have been released
from fraternities, they are Martin Nelson from Sigma Chi, Robert Rowell
and Henry Swan from Sigma Nu, and
Frederick Dow from Delta Tau Delta.

L. A. Felt To Speak
Future Farmers of America will
meet tonight, Jan. 19, at 7 p.m. in the
FFA room of the Union. Guest
speaker will be Lester A. Felt, cla.,s
of 1938, vocational agriculture instructor at East Corinth Academy.
Refreshments will be served.
Members of the committee for the annual Winter Carnival and Robert Smith, IMAA representative, go over plans for the Carnival with Stanley "Wally" Wallace, faculty advisor. Committee members,
left to right seated, are Carol Loud, Mildred Mitchell, Wallace, Carol Scott, and Bruce Arnold. Standing
(Photo by Meineae)
in the same order are Smith and William Sterritt, Winter Carnival chairman.

Many Attend
String Concert

DELICATESSEN AND CREAMERY

BY PAT JONES

— Gift Packages For Every Holiday Occasion

In spite of the heavy rain last Sunday afternoon, approximately 170
people crowded into the Main Lounge
of the Memorial Union to hear the
University's String Ensemble Concert.
The program consisted of "Menuet
by Valensin, "Concerto grosso V Op.
6 No. 5" by Handel, "Concerto II, G
dur-Sol maggiore K. No. 107 by Mozart, "Dances for Harp and Strings"
by Debussy, "Adagio, from Sonata in
D minor Op. 108" by Brahms, "Night
Soliloquy" (for flute and strings) by
Kerman, "Aria in Classic Style" (for
Harp and String Orchestra) by'Grandjany. and "Holiday for Strings" by
Rose.
Treat For Audience
As many students in this vicinity
don't have an opportunity to hear
strings accompanying flute or harp.
the performance was a treat for the
audience.
Jean Ann Davidson played her
mournful contemporary flute solo
with technical facility.
Members of the ensemble are Earle
R. Melendy, conductor; Roberta
White and Gene Melendy. 1st Violins;
Constance Eberhardt. Marilyn Graffam. Lora Lenz, and Nancy Bradford.
2nd Violins; Helene Beyer and Faith
Varney, violas; Klaus Kroner, violoncello: Greyson Lane, bass: Jean Ann
Davidson, flute: Beverly Antonitis,
harp; and Priscilla Pfeiffer. piano

All Kosher sandwiches to take out

Here is your key to . .

EUROPE

18 countries are covered by this tour. Combinations
up to 13 lasting 77 days.
Tours starting at 8498.00

Dick Libby, Phi Gamma Delta

IIILLSON ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Tel. Orono 6-4421
'1C

/C

For the week of January 16,1956
To

YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

PETE kOSTI

PARK AMUSEMENT COMPANY

For his fine performance against Bates
last Saturday
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

I-IILLSON CLEANERS
Orono 63647

18 Mill Street

FEBRUARY 16 is the date!
Representatives of New
England's largest electric
system will be on campus
for interviews on this
date. New England Electric system has job opportunities, particularly in
the technical field, as well
as some attractive possibilities for non-technical
graduates.

Patronize your advertisers

•

Opera House

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
"THE SPOILERS"
Anne Baxter. Jeff Chandler,
Rory Calhoun
—COMING SOON—
A FULL LENGTH OPERA
"AIDA"

The movie at the Union this
week end is "My Cousin Rachel"
starring Olivia de Havilland and
Richard Burton.
The film will be shown at 7 and
9 p.m. Friday and Saturday

For more Information call or write

Your best BUY far

Starting Thurs., Jan. 19
Toddy—Friday—Saturday
(2—Horror Feature/4-2)
"THE DAY TIIE WORLD
ENDED"
Richard Denning, Lori Nelson
also
"THE PHANTOM FROM
10.000 LEAGUES"
Kent Taylor, Cathy Downs

FRIDAY, JANUARY 20
Movie, 7 and 9 p.m., Bangor Room
SATURDAY,JANUARY 21
Movie, 7 and 9 p.m., Bangor Room
SUNDAY, JANUARY 22
Great Books, 8:30 p.m., Davis Room
MONDAY, JANUARY 23
Phi Mu, 7-10:30 p.m., Totman Room
TUESDAY, JANUARY 24
Mrs. Maine, 8:00 p.m., Bangor Room
IVCF, 6:45-8:00 p.m., 1912 Room
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25
Panhel, 7-9 p.m., 1912 Room
Vets Club, 7-9 p.m, Davis Room
THURSDAY, JANUARY 26
Sailing Club, 7-9 p.m., Totman Room
AOPi, 4-5:30 p.m., 1912 Room
Square Dance, 7-10:30 p.m.,
Main Lounge

Bangor, Me.

Dial 6740

117 State St.

Calendar

ENJOY an ocean voyage, the play, operas and music_
festivals of Europe, the fine food of many countries
with one of the finest and most respected tours.

SKLAR'S

Remember the date. In the meantime, why not check with
your job placement adviser for more specific information?

•
NEW ENGLAND ELECTRIC SYSTEM
441 Stuart Street

—

Boston Mass.

. 4co,010?
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BIJOU - Bangor
Sat. through Tues., Jan. 21-24
Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling
"MAN WITH THE GUN"

Wed. through Fri., Jan. 25-27
Double Feature Program
"THE LITTLE
KIDNAPPERS"
Adrienne Corrie, J. Whiteley
plus
"KILLER'S KISS"
Frank Silvera, Irene Kane

PARK
BANGOR
Fri., Sat., Jan. 20-21
"ABBOTT AND COSTELLO
MEET THE MUMMY"
Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Marie Windsor
plus
"TWO GUNS AND A
BADGE"
Wayne Morris, Damion OTlynn

\ID
5TRPI
ORONO
Thurs.. Jan. 19
Burt Lancaster. Montgomery
Clift
In Drama—Excellent
"FROM HERE TO
ETERNITY"
6:30-8:30
Fri. & Sat., Jan. 20-21

Sun- Mon.,Tue.
Jan. 22-23-24
Brought back to thrill and
chill YOU

Joan Crawford. Barry Sullivan
In Drama—Very Good

"FRANKENSTEIN"
starring Lon Chancy
plus

Sat. Matinee 2:30;6:30-8:30

"DRACULA"
starring Bela Lugosi
Wed., Thurs., Jan. 25-26
Cinemascope & Technicolor
"SEVEN BRIDES FOR
SEVEN BROTHERS"
Jane Powell, Howard Keel.
Jeff Richards
plus
"CRY VENGEANCE"
Mark Stevens, Martha 11% et

"QUEEN BEE"

Sun.. Mon., Tues.
Jan. 22-23-24
Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds
In Cinemascope—Excellent
"THE TENDER TRAP"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:10
Wed., Thurs., Jan. 25-26
Robert Taylor, Kay Kendall
In Cinemascope—Drama
Very Good
"QUENTIN DURARD"
6:10-8:30
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Maine Cagers To Face
Powerful Bates Quintet
At Orono Saturday Night

Room
By
or Room
MAX BURRY

,is Room

(Sports Editor)

an Room
;or Room
Room
25

The varsity basketball team which has been running hot and
cold since the season began, finally got their offense to click Saturday at Bowdoin. The squad has the talent to win games, although
there is a decided lack of height in the ranks.
We hope that the Bowdoin game was the turning point for the
hoop Bears. Actually the season hasn't been as dismal as the record
shows. The Woodburymen lost two games by one point and another
by only three. The squad faces a tough post-exam schedule against
Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New Hampshire. The Bates game
Saturday will also be a big obstacle to Maine in their quest to better
last season's 4-13 record.
Conference rivals are expected to give the Bears the proverbial
"run for their money," but don't count the Maine team out yet. Anything can happen in basketball and if the Maine squad is "up" for
the Yankon duels the outcome may be surprising.
Just Jottings: tough to take ...ski team in top shape but
week-long rain eliminates all traces of the necessary white stuff.
Anybody taking bets that it will rain during Winter Carnival? We're
looking for Colby to nominate a member of their present coaching
staff to fill the vacant football slot left open with the resignation of
Frank Maze. Against Bates two weeks ago Stan Furrow ran the
last mile and one-half of a two mile event wearing only one shoe ...
on a cinder track no less. Tough on the feet but it makes us proud
Paul Firlotte
to have an athlete bearing Maine's colors fight so hard for a win.
Still on track: one of the better Pale Blue broad jumpers may not
see action against Bowdoin Saturday because of an ankle injury.
Dud Coyne has teamed up with the Kappa Sig intramural hardwood
combination and looks like the man to watch during the remainder
of the Greek campaign ... unless, of course, he dons a varsity suit.
The Kappa Sigs have come a long way since the outset of the season ... watch out Phi Mu.... Although the handball season has just Paul Firlotte and Coach Chester
Jenkins, two outstanding Maine track
gotten underway, Don Douglas and Cal Anderson get our nod as and
cross country figures,
be
the circuit leaders. Jack Butterfield's yearling aggregation is the honored at the annual Bangorwill
Daily
answer to a coach's prayer. The frosh boast an "A" and "B" team News Sports Award dinner Saturday
of equal power. The only hitch in the situation is the ever-present evening. Jan. 28.
shadow of ineligibility. And, as a final note, one of the top scorers The event w ill be held in the audion the rifle squad may be dropped from the squad for failure to torium of the Bangor Daily News
Building on outer Main Street in
attend matches.
Elsewhere on this page is a letter on intramural basketball Bangor. Firlotte has been named to
officiating ... some of the games are a little rough, but cheer up, receive the outstanding Maine amaathlete for 1955 award, and Jensome of the student whistle-blowers are doing a great job. Where teur
kins will be honored for his outstandelse could they get the experience? We don't feel that the situation ing contributions to Maine track over
is quite that bad. ... New ski school at Sugarloaf presents an op- the past 28 years.
portunity for some excellent instruction at moderate prices.
Firlotte, hailed by sports writers in
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Bates Offense, Paced by Callenda,
Hartleb and Manteiga, Upsets Colby
After defeating Bowdoin to capture their second victory of the
1955-56 season, Coach Harold Woodbury's varsity cagers will face
Bates Saturday night at 8:15 in Memorial Gym for their last preexam test.
*Bates Topples Colby
Bates routed Colby over the week
end in one of the biggest basketball
upsets in the State Series circuit for
some time. Colby has compiled a
47-4 record in the State race during
the last six campaigns. Friday's defeat for the Mules at Lewiston was
their first Series loss in more than two
years.
The Campus sports department Will Callender, Jack
Hartleb,
received a letter Monday from a Johnny Manteiga are the nucleusand
of
student who is dissatisfied with the Bobcat team which has turned
the student officiating at the in- into a State power this winter. The
tramural basketball games. We Garnet forces slashed the Maine
have reprinted the letter below: quintet in an outing last month by a
If Coach Westerman is looking for comfortable margin.
The only other Series clash this
good football material, he needs only
to scout a few intramural basketball week also involved Bates. The Bobcats made a home stand last night
games.
Intramural ball has reached the against Bowdoin.
After the between-semester break
"riotous" stage chiefly through the incapability of the officials employed. the Bears will lunge into their YanMost of these so-called referees would kee Conference schedule, meeting
have difficulty controlling a woman's with Rhode Island, Connecticut, and
sewing contest, let alone a pressure. New Hampshire. The Pale Blue quinpacked basketball game in which tet will travel to Kingston and Storrs
tempers sometimes can and often do, February fourth and sixth, but will
flare. Their chief difficulty seems to return to the court in Memorial Gym
evolve from a complete disregard of for the New Hampshire duel Februthe rule book, the results of which ary 8.
not only lead to genuine confusion, Defeat Bowdoin
Maine's Saturday decision against
but also possible injuries. Participants
consider themselves fortunate to es- the Bowdoin combination gave the
cape unscathed, so rough are these Bears their second victory since the
season's opener against Vermont. The
tilts.
Woodburymen shone on the free
Proposes Test
throw line, posting 42 of their 82
This situation should definitely be points on fouls.
alleviated. Perhaps the solution lies
Bowdoin, however, out-scored the
in the testing of prospective officials. Pale Blues from
the floor 25-20 in the
Such a test, promoted by either the game at Brounswick.
Maine dunked
intramural council or by the Physical 42 of 63 foul
attempts and set up a
Education department, could include strong defense
to upset the Bowdoin
a rigid rules examination, and exami- aggregation.
nation of the applicant under fire—
Although Maine lagged behind
under actual game conditions.
40-36 at halftime, Pete Kosty, junior
Improvement in officiating would guard and playmaker, sparked the
be instrumental in raising the calibre Bears in the last frame to take the 16
of basketball now displayed. No point victory. Kosty piled up five
longer would only the roughest. buckets and 16 free throws to post 26
toughest clubs dominate the league. points and grab scoring honors for
BUD FOLSOM
the game.

Test Proposed
For Intramural
Hoop Officials

New England as the "Ellsworth Express," started his career at Ellsworth
high school. After three years of
highly successful cross-country at
Ellsworth, Firlotte came to Maine.
The fraternity basketball circuit standings changed during the During the past four years the stelpast week and one-half, with Kappa Sig rolling out into the number lar trackman has set a number of recone spot. Phi Mu knocked off Phi Gam for the second place slot. ords. Last fall he won the Yankee
championship cross counand as of Tuesday Phi Gam and Phi Eta were deadlocked for third Conference
try meet for the third consecutive
place honors.
time, and went on to blaze a victory
Beta vs. SAE
Beta and SAE still threaten the
in the New Englands in Boston.
TKE s. Phi Eta
leaders with identical 3-2 records.
Firlotte, an electrical engineering
9:00
Stun Beta
major, is the state and Yankee ConTheta Chi vs. Delta Tau
Kappa Sig stunned Beta with a 14
ference two-mile titleholder. He is
ATO vs. Lambda Chi
point victory last week, sparked by
a member of Phi Eta Kappa.
Dud Coyne, former freshman cage
"Chet" Jenkins has coached track
ace. Coyne led the Kappa Sigs to
and cross-country at the University
victory with one of the fastest offenses
Coach Chester Jenkins' indoor track team will make its first
of Maine since 1928. He has proseen in the intramural loop in some
duced 13 state cross country cham- home appearance of the 1955-56 season at 1 p.m. Saturday against
time.
pions and 13 state track champions. Bowdoin in the Maine field house. Bowdoin has a squad
this year
Jenkins has also coached his Maine that is reported to be the best Polar
Phi Mu, last year's campus champs,
Bear
combination
in
several
thinclads to five New England cham- years.
downed Phi Gam 66-49 to unseat the
pionships
and
one
national
freshman
Fijis from the sunspot. Phi Eta has
Coach Captain M. A. C. Gardiner's
Maine, which won a decisive vic- runners, while Law should be strong
lost only one decision in six outings. Pale Blue rifle team has piled up an cross country title.
tory over Bates in the first meet of the in the 600 and 1000.
In
1950
his
cross-country
team
while Beta and SAE have posted 3-2 impressive 23-5 record since the outBill Johnson, senior weight man,
tied Vermont for the Yankee Confer- season, has been working hard for the
tallies.
set of the 1955-56 season.
will draw the weight chores in the
past
two
weeks
all
events
in
for
the
ence title and last year won it outIn the fraternity handball league
meet Saturday. Bowdoin is particu- Bowdoin duel.
The Black Bear marksmen, paced
Phi Mu, Kappa Sig, Phi Eta, Sig Ep, by Milton Friend, have won almost right. A graduate of Dartmouth Col- larly strong in the weights, with Bill
and Delta Tau have all gone unde- all of their postal matches, but boast lege, he coached track at Bates Col- McWilliams pacing the Polar Bears
feated while scoring victories over only a 2-2 New England College Rifle lege before coming to the University. in the hammer and shot-put events.
Beta, Sigma Nu. Phi Gam. Alpha League record.
Bears Improve
Gamma Rho, and Lambda Chi.
The Jenkinsmen, however, have
Last week the Maine sharpshooters
Paul
Piggott
and Don Martin are
The basketball schedule remaining
shown a wide margin of improvement
were
out
by
eked
with
Colby
both
a
1341"better
than
the
some
varsity
of
The Maine-University of New
before exams:
1348 verdict, but went on to down marksmen" according to Gardiner. since the encounter against Bates and Brunswick ski meet will be
held in
Tonight
Bowdoin at Brunswick with a 1374- Gardiner said that Piggott particular- should give the visitors plenty of com- Orono Saturday if snow
and weather
7:00
petition. Since their defeat at the conditions
1329 decision. The team has been ly is outstanding.
improve. Ski Coach Ted
Kappa Sig vs. Phi Mu
traveling with the varsity basketball
The next varsity shoulder-to- hands of Maine two weeks age. Bates Curtis said Tuesday that the
meet
Newman vs. Corbett 4
squad.
shoulder match the Bears will com- set back the University of New Hamp- has not been postponed
8:00
Milt Friend, high man for the rifle pete in will be against the University shire, 67-60.
Curtis said that hay has been spread
combination, has placed first in all of of New Hampshire at Orono, Feb. 18.
Maine will be relying heavily Satur- on the ski jump in hopes that the meet
the team's matches. He has fired as This match will mark the first time day on the efforts of Frank Beyer, will be run
according to schedule.
high as 291 out of a possible 300 that an out-of-state team will compete Jim Varner, Stan Furrow, and Dick Even if only a few
MOC To Start Ski Tow
inches of snow
against Maine on the Maine rifle Law. Beyer has been pacing the fall by Saturday, the
score in actual competition.
jump should be
The Maine Outing Club will op- ROTC Team
range.
squad in the high jump, posting a in meet shape.
erate the ski tow across the river
The ROTC squad, separate from
6' /
1
2" performance against Bates.
The veteran Bear ski mentor told
week ends, snow and weather the varsity team, has gone undefeated
Maine State Series basketball play Varner, a top performer in the hur- the Campus that although
week-long
conditions permitting. For addi- in 26 matches, while the freshman began in the 1937-38 season with dles, dashes and brood jump is ex- rains have washed
out practically all
tional information contact Mike squad has piled up 11 victories against Colby winning the first championship pected to do well in these events. traces of snow, the team has
been
that year.
only one defeat.
Furrow heads the Pale Blue distance working out regularly.
Shannon, North Dorm S.

Within The Walls

Bear Sharpshooters
Boast 23-5 Record,
2-2 League Tally
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Senate Votes To
Adopt ID Cards
For Student Wives

Skit Night Is Added To
Winter Carnival Program

(Continued from Page One)
displeased with certain parts of it
which seemed to have political implications.
Hickey explained that he urged the
passing of the six page resolution at
the last meeting as it was actually the
only way the issue could be brought
up again.
After discussion and amendments
the resolution was rescinded and Senate President Starbird was given the
power to appoint a study committee.
Named to the committee were Senator Frank Hickey, Suzanne Bogert.
and Richard Offenberg.
As originally passed at the last
Senate meeting the resolution listed
the following areas where segregation
and discrimination should be prevented or eliminated: admissions:
issuing of scholarships, grants, loans.
classroom procedure and curricula:
student teaching training: college employment policies; student placement:
student social organizations: campus
housing and boarding; off campus accommodations and services: health
facilities: physical education; and recreation.
The Senate approved sending two
delegates. to be chosen from the student body, to two conferences at
Dartmouth College Feb. 10-12 and
March 2-3.
Any University student interested
in attending the seminar should contact his senator or Senate President
Starbird before Jan. 23.
The Senate will provide registration
fees for the Seminar and the second
conference concerning politics, March
'-3.
Fifteen students participating in the
international relations seminar will be
eligible to receive grants covering
two thirds of transportation costs and
three fourths of costs above .$10 for
lodging and $3.50 for food.

Orono, Maine, January 19, 1956

Commidia Die Cabaret, will be held
in
the Main Lounge of the Memorial
Saturday afternoon the various ski
Union from 2:30-4 p.m. The Modern
tournaments will continue at the fol- Dance Club and Varsity Singers will
lowing times: 1:15-1:25, Women's be included on the program. RefreshSnowshoe Obstacle Trials; 1:25-1:35, ments will be served.
Immediately following the presenMen's Ski Dash Obstacle Trials; 1:351:45, Women's Snowshoe Obstacle tation of the Skit Night Program, a
Finals; 1:45-1:55, Men's Ski Dash Ski Tog dance will be held with Dale
Finals; 1:55-2:05 Women's Ski Dash Whitney and his orchestra providing
Trials; 2:05-2:15, Men's Relay; 2:15- music. Students are urged to dress
2:25, Women's Ski Dash Finals; 2:25- in ski clothes.
2:35, Men's Novelty Race; 2:35-2:45,
A jam session in the Women's Gym
Women's Novelty Race: 2:45-2.55, on Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock will
Combined Men and Women Novelty conclude Carnival festivities. The
Games; and 3-4, Jumping Matches. "Quintones" will be featured and
Those participating in the various there will also be an opportunity for
athletic events will find the ski cabin anyone to "jam" during the interon the slope and the M.O.C. cabin mission.
open Friday afternoon through SunThe registrar's office has announced
day evening.
that Winter Carnival week end is an
Variety Program
official school holiday and reminds
For those who prefer to stay in- students that the cut rule will be in
doors, a variety program entitled, effect.

Dr. Wofford G. Gardner. right. head of the University's department of speech. looks on as Brother Benilde, C.F.X.. center, of
John Bapst High School, Bangor, goes over program with Carl
Stieler. Houlton high school, at the speech clinic in the Union last
Friday. The clinic was sponsored by the University Speech depart(Photo by Johnson)
ment and the Maine Speech Association.

PACKS MORE PLEASURE
because it's More Perfectly Packed!

REGISTER
Registration in the School of Education for the Spring semester will
he held on Monday, Jan. 23. Tuesday,
Jan. 24. and Friday. Jan 2. in the
Dean's office. South Ste‘ens.
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When in Bangor stop at

The Pilot's Grill

Safis'Nurse,/with a Milder, Better-Tasting smoke—
packed for more pleasure by exclusive Accu -Ray

Illassified

Learn Ballroom dancing. Class every
Ihursday evening at 8:00. BANGOR.
Josephine Shanley School of Dance.
Studio 16 Broad Street. Each lesson
$1.00.
Ride wanted: Two want ride to
Lowell. Mass., or vicinity. Tuesday.
Jan. 31. Please contact Watsen Hunt,
422 Hart, Phone 6-4432.
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The final class of the Maine Campus training program for reporters
and students interested in journalism
will be held tonight at 7 in room 3
Fernald Hall.
A review of all material covered at
previous meetings will be covered and
students will practice actual newswriting.
Coffee and doughnuts will be set-% ed.

LOST a pair of white doe skin gloves
at Military Ball in Memorial Gym
last Friday night. Gloves have sentimental value. Please send to Liz
Collins. Colvin Hall. or return to
Lost and Found Desk at Memorial
Union.

4

Frai
Stal

Training Class
Set For Tonight

Opposite Dow Field—
Hammond St.
"We Cater to Parties
and Banquets"

Vol. IA
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kid
The more perfectly packed your
cigarette, the more pleasure it
gives . . . and Accu-Ray packs
Chesterfield far more perfectly.

To the touch ... to the taste, Firm and pleasing to the lips
an Accu-Ray Chesterfield satis- . .. mild yet deeply satisfying to
fies the most ... burns more the taste —Chesterfield alone is
evenly, smokes much smoother. pleasure-packed by Accu-Ray.

CHESTERFIELD
MILD, YET THEY Seth:4y.
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